
A Brand New 
Lighting Experience

In the right light, at the right time, everything appears extraordinary

https://in.nanoleaf.me/



Introducing the Nanoleaf, an all-new smart lighting product purposefully designed to help you light 

up your life - your way. The Nanoleaf modular light panels can bathe you in as many colours asthere 

are people in, say Mumbai, at least figuratively. 

They can also recreate the perfect white light for your needs - sunrise, rainy day, brilliant daylight or 

anything in between. It's just the apt lighting product for those who love design; for those who want 

to improve their quality of life; and also for those who want to add some fun and excitement to their 

living spaces.

Product Features

     Control using voice (iOS / Siri) App, or the included physical controller

     Each smarter kit is expandable up to 30 panels

     Select your own colour palettes and scenes inside the Nanoleaf Smarter Series App

     Schedule custom alarm and time triggers to fully automate your lighting
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NANOLEAF LIGHT PANELS | 
SMARTER KIT

ILLUMINATE YOUR LIFE, YOUR WAY.



Advanced technology that should have filled your garage a generation ago, Nanoleaf Rhythm is an add-

on module that we are now introducing to the Indian customer. A Nano Leaf Light Panel can upgrade 

itself into a real-time music visualizer. 

The Rhythm makes it possible to see sound, visually re-mastering and recreating your music into 

animated displays of colour and light. With gorgeous colour displays produced by your personalised 

soundtrack, plug the Rhythm module into any light panel and you're good to go! Reacts to music of all 

genres in real time. Immerse yourself in your own music symphony of light with this add-on light panel.

Product Features

     It is stuffed into a three by two inch by half inch jack in-the-box

     Works with iOS8 or later (Home Kit), Android 5.01

     Is also compatible with Apple Home App, Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, or IFTTT 

     The upgrade module requires a Nanoleaf Light Panels Smarter Kit to function

VISUALIZE YOUR MUSIC. ANY SHAPE. ANY COLOR. ANY BEAT.

How the Rhythm Works

It listens. It thinks. It turns music into light.

Advanced technology that would have filled your garage a 

generation ago, stuffed into a three inch by two inch by half inch 

jack-in-the-box of pure joy. This is technological progress at its 

finest.

Plug the Rhythm module into any Light Panel and you’re good to 

go! Reacts to music of all genres in real time. Immerse yourself in 

a symphony of light with this great Light Panels add-on.

Activate scenes using your voice via Siri, Amazon Alexa, or Google 

Assistant. Or use the toggle button on the physical controller.

How the Light Panels Work

Illuminate your life, your way.

Piece the triangular panels together into whatever shape your 

heart desires. Easily mounted onto any flat surface using 

mounting tape.

Fully customize your lighting inside the App, create scenes, set 

schedules, or download/share your scenes with the user 

community.

Activate scenes using your voice via Siri, Amazon Alexa, or 

Google Assistant. Or use the toggle button on the physical 

controller.controller.

NANOLEAF LIGHT PANELS | 
RHYTHM EDITION
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You have great taste. You're brilliantly creative. Your creation needs to be a heart-stopping 

masterpiece of colour and light that your home deserves. But you only have nine light 

panels and your inner artist is screaming for more. Don't worry, we've got your back.

Each Expansion Pack includes three panels and everything you need to add them to your 

existing light panels. However the Expansion Pack would require a Nanoleaf Light Panels 

Smarter Kit to function. Just let your imagination run wild with these panels. 

Product Features

     Three RGBW Smart LED Panels

     Three Panel Connectors

     Three Mounting Stencils

     Twelve Mounting Strips

MORE PANELS, MORE POSSIBILITIES

NANOLEAF EXPANSION PACK

The more the merrier!  Here are just a few examples of what you can 

create with more light panels:
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The Smarter Kit includes everything you need to get started with the Rhythm Upgrade module.  Watch 

your Nanoleaf Light Panels dance to music with this sleek Rhythm module! 

No wires, simply plug the module into any Nanoleaf light panel. Add up to 30 panels to this Wi-Fi smart 

lighting product. In addition to downloading and customising Rhythm Scenes within the app, you can 

also toggle through saved Rhythm Scenes via its built-in button. Operate with the free Nanoleaf 

Smarter Series App or the Home App in iOS10+. And if you don't want to use your phone as a light 

switch, you can access basic functions from the controller buttons or with Siri, Google Home / 

Assistant or Amazon Alexa.

Product Features

     iOS8 or later (Home Kit)

     Android 5 or later and Google Assistant

     Apple Home App, Amazon Alexa, and IFTTT. 

     Integrated audio sensor syncs music in real time

NANOLEAF RHYTHM ACCESSORY

  IT'S MUSIC FOR YOUR EYES

Rhythm Features:

   Integrated audio sensor detects and 

   syncs to music in real time

   Download and customize Rhythm Scenes 

   within the app

   Control using the app, your voice or the 

   physical button
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The Nanoleaf Remote is a sleek dodecahedron inspired Bluetooth Home Kit remote. Each of the 

Remote's 12 sides can beprogrammed with commandsin the Nanoleaf App or the Apple Home 

App.Rotate to a side and activate the command, every time,it will glow ina different colour. 

On iOS, the Nanoleaf Remote requires iOS8+ and a Home Hub (Apple TV, iPad, or Home Pod). You 

may have to use the rotate to brighten or dim the light effects.On Android devices, the remote 

requires Android 5.01+ and a Nanoleaf Rhythm. You can program what you want,your remote to do 

within the Nanoleaf app.

Product Features

     Customise your Nanoleaf remote with any Light Panels or Home Kit within the Nanoleaf app.

·     Switch to a Rhythm Scene when there's music and activate scenes 

·     The remote comes with pre-programmed scenes for each side. 

·     Control the brightness by rotating the remote clockwise and anti-clockwise.

NANOLEAF REMOTE

 SMARTER AT EVERY TURN

Do anything from turning off your Nanoleaf Light Panels, to switching to a Rhythm scene for a 

party, and even activating HomeKit scenes to also control your other HomeKit products.

The possibilities are endless.

•  Rotate a side to the top position to activate a scene.

•  Remote glows a different color when rotated to a different side.

•  Powered by 2x AA Batteries.

•  Batteries last 1-2 years depending on use.

•  Connects via Bluetooth.
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Do you want to create a 3D light and shadow effect on a corner, ceiling or a wall of your office? Do you 

want to have a dazzling installation set-up in a corner? 

The Nanoleaf Flex Linker is the answer to your needs. It's a flexible, bendable solution, a bit longer than 

the regular linkers. The Mounting Kit is designed to secure the panels to the surfaces where a tape 

doesn't work. For a more secure and professional installation use screws. Bend the Nanoleaf Light 

Panels around the corners and mount them to angled surfaces to create something very visually radical.

Product Features

     Each linker bends up to 180 degrees

     Substitute it for rigid, non-flexible linkers 

     Perfect for mounting your light panels to uneven or porous surfaces

     Perfect for surfaces where foam tape can't be used. 

EXTEND THE POSSIBILITIES OF YOUR NANOLEAF LIGHT PANELS 

EVEN FURTHER! 

FLEX CONNECTORS & MOUNTING
KITS FOR LIGHT PANELS
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The Nanoleaf OMX Adapter is a signal converter and simplified control interface. It allows the 

Nanoleaf Light Panels to be operated by any OMX512 compatible control board. 

A no-fuss, no-frills, highly utilitarian device, you can simply connect the adapter to the Nanoleaf 

Light panels, and then connect your control board to the adapter. The panels are auto discovered on 

the bootxup.It eliminates the need to pair or operate them through our consumer app. It's so simple 

to use, every gadget-friendly child can operate it without the help of an adult. 

Product Features

     Connects Nanoleaf Light Panels to a OMX512 control board

     Each adapter supports up to 30 panels 

     You don't require Nanoleaf app does for programming this product

     Easy setup auto-discovers light panels on the OMX Adapter boot-up

NANOLEAF DMX ADAPTOR

ARM CANDY FOR DMX512

Specification:
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This is our flagship product. The Nanoleaf Canvas is Nanoleaf's rising star of 2019 – no hyperbole. A 

completely new and improved version of its predecessor, the Nanoleaf Light Panels, comes with a host 

of new and attractive features, compatible with the latest suit of technologies. 

In addition, these light squares come with a slew of classic features such as modularity, customisation 

and scheduling within the app. You are able to choose from 16 million colours, which include a 

complete range of warm to cool white shades. Last but not the least, the Nanoleaf Canvas comes with 

touch and motion sensitivity. 

Product Features

     A full range of customisable colours

     Built-in Rhythm technology 

     Touch and motion sensitivity

     Ability to support up to 1000 panels per controller system

A modular masterpiece of light and colour for any home

Lamps are lame. If you hunger to turn your home lighting into a 

canvas for personal expression, we've got a light panel for that. 

Introducing the Nanoleaf Canvas, the new and improved prodigy 

child of the award-winning Nanoleaf Light Panels. Building on our 

core light panel technology, the edge-lit Canvas is designed to 

cover the walls and ceiling of an entire room, if you so choose.  In 

addition, the Nanoleaf Canvas also come with unique new features 

like built-in Rhythm technology, touch and motion sensitivity, and 

the ability to support up to 1000 panels per controller system. 

Smart lighting is about to get a whole lot smarter.

If you thought our original light panels were cool, these will make your mind gooey.

     White-tunable+colour-changing                     Touch, app and voice control

     Schedules+light alarms                                 Music visualisation

NANOLEAF CANVAS

GEN-NEX NANOLEAF

LINKER 

�

�

6”

Weight: ~200 grams , 0.44 lbs

LINKER SLOT

LINKER SLOT

LINKER SLOT

inches,�9.5mm�

�

6”



LEVYLTEC is an authorized distributor for India and a Nanoleaf Premium Partner. If you're 

interested in stocking Nanoleaf products in your store, our distributor partner would be 

pleased to assist.

NANOLEAF PREMIUM PARTNER:

LEVYLTEC 

@Nanoleaf #myrhythm
nanoleaf.me

402, Amrut Niwas, 14th A Road, Santacruz West, 

Landmark : Next to Starbucks Coffee, Mumbai - 400054 India

Tel : +919172880055
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